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When Being Different Makes You
Not Stand out
A recent study reports frequency-dependent survival within highly
variable guppy populations. Fitness advantages to rare genotypes may
help maintain variation within populations, but the mechanisms
underlying these advantages require further study.Patrik Nosil
Biologists have long been
fascinated with systems exhibiting
extremely high levels of phenotypic
or genotypic variation, such as
immune system genes, host–
pathogen systems [1] and color
polymorphisms [2,3]. This
fascination stems from a classic
evolutionary paradox: directional
and stabilizing selection are
common [4] and should decrease
variation and thus preclude high
diversity within populations [5,6].
But there is another form of
selection that can maintain
variation — frequency-dependent
selection favoring rare variants [7].
In their recent experimental field
study, Olendorf et al. [8] have
demonstrated frequency-
dependent survival within guppypopulations, with rarer male
phenotypes showing enhanced
survival. These new findings
provide novel insights into the
maintenance of extreme variation
in male color within a classic
research system, Trinidadian
guppies, and suggest that
frequency-dependent selection
might play a role in solving the
paradox of high within-population
variation.
Under frequency-dependent
selection, the fitness of an
individual depends on the relative
frequency of its phenotype. The
concept dates back to Darwin [9],
who wrote that ‘‘the most distinct
varieties. have the best chance of
succeeding’’, and it was expanded
over the next century into theories
for the maintenance of genetic
variation [7]. In particular, the ideaemerged that visual predation can
generate frequency-dependent
selection, such that prey risk
increases with the relative
frequency of the prey type [2,3,10].
Such a process may occur, for
example, if predators form a
search image for common prey
thereby decreasing the risk of
rare prey [11]. During such
frequency-dependent predation,
being rare does not necessarily
equate to standing out in the
crowd.
Guppies are a model system
in ecology and evolutionary
biology, and they exhibit
particularly variable male
color-patterns [12–14]. These
color-patterns are subject to
opposing patterns of directional
natural and sexual selection; bright
males exhibit mating advantages
but are subject to greater predation
risk [12–14]. Although there is
previous evidence for a rare-male
mating advantage [14], the
possibility of a rare-male survival
advantage remained untested until
a recent study by Olendorf et al. [8].
The authors manipulated the
frequency of guppy morphs in
replicate streams, such that one
morph was rare in some replicates
(at a ratio of 1:3) but common in
Dispatch
R807other replicates (3:1). The survival
of these marked guppies was then
tracked using mark-release-
recapture techniques. In multiple
streams and years, the rarer
phenotype had a strong survival
advantage because of frequency
dependent selection. Importantly,
this rare phenotype advantage was
independent of the actual ‘color
morph’ of the male (Figure 1A).
Thus extreme variability in male
color-pattern may be maintained
by trade-offs between directional
natural and sexual selection,
combined with rare-male mating
and survival advantages
(Figure 1B).
As in most other systems, the
precise mechanism that gives
a survival advantage to rare guppy
males remains unknown. Olendorf
et al. [8] suggest two possibilities.
First, predators (larger fish) may
form a search image for common
prey. And second, male guppies
may alter their behavior in
response to changes in relative
morph frequency, with differential
survival being related in some way
to these altered behaviors.
Although predation was the
apparent source of mortality, its
presence was not manipulated, so
other factors cannot be ruled out.
Future work should focus on
elucidating the factors that
generate frequency-dependent
selection within populations, not
only for cases of predation, but
also for intraspecific competition
(for example [15]).
Frequency-dependent selection
has been studied extensively in
a different yet conceptually related
context: divergence between
populations. Again, it was
Darwin [9] who noted that
frequency-dependent selection
can drive population divergence
and speciation: ‘‘the principle of
benefit derived from divergence of
character. will generally lead to
the most divergent variations.
being preserved and accumulated
by natural selection. until
a sufficient amount of variation has
been accumulated to form it into
a well-marked variety.’’. One idea
is that similar phenotypes compete
disproportionately for food
resources, generating
frequency-dependent selection
that can split a phenotypeFr
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Figure 1. Frequency-depen-
dent selection within guppy
populations.
(A) Rare phenotypes have
a survival advantage, inde-
pendent of color ‘morph’.
(B) Contrasting patterns of
directional natural and sex-
ual selection, coupled with
frequency-dependent se-
lection, maintain variation
within guppy populations.
Natural selection favors
duller, more cryptic males.
Sexual selection favors
brighter, more conspicuous
males. Frequency-depen-
dent selection favors which-
ever phenotypes are rare.distribution in two [16,17]. This
process underlies many theoretical
models of adaptive radiation [17]
and speciation [18], and has been
detected in recent empirical
studies of adaptive radiation [17].
A recent paper [19] reported
evidence for incipient speciation
in a particularly divergent and
strikingly colorful form of guppy,
raising the question of whether
frequency dependence played
a role in its evolution.
The parallels and contrasts
between studies of extreme
variation within versus between
populations should yield powerful
insights into the maintenance and
generation of biodiversity, from
immune systems, to guppies, rain
forests, and coral reefs. Both within
and between populations,
frequency-dependent selection
can critically affect the evolution of
variation and divergence. Thus far,
most researchers studying
within-population variation have,
like Olendorf et al. [8], focused
mainly on survival and predation
[20]. In strong contrast, studies of
between-population divergence
have emphasized resource
competition. Future studies
examining the exact mechanismsunderlying frequency-dependent
selection should help determine
whether different selective
processes underlie the
maintenance of variation within
populations versus divergence
between populations. Ultimately,
we would like to know how the
two levels of variation are
connected — can frequency-
dependent selection provide
a bridge between microevolution
within populations and divergence
among species? If so, a unified
theory for the role of frequency-
dependent selection in the origin
and maintenance of diversity may
emerge.
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to be the case. Several years ago,
Kilmartin [4] uncovered a novel
yeast protein called Sfi1which
binds centrin in the absence of
calcium, is conserved in
vertebrates and localizes to
centrosomes in both yeast and
vertebrates. Now, Kilmartin and
colleagues [5] have reported
a structural analysis of the
Sfi1–centrin complex and its
asymmetric arrangement in the
SPB (Figure 1), the results of which
suggest a plausible model for the
initiation, if not the licensing, of
SPB duplication.
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they were shown to mediate
binding to calmodulin, another
small, calcium-binding protein.
Structures have been determined
for two different co-crystals of Sfi1
repeats with bound centrin: one
with two repeats crystallized in low
calcium, and one with three repeats
that required calcium to make
suitable crystals [5]. Interestingly
the structure is not significantly
altered by calcium, suggesting little
role for calcium binding by centrin
in its interaction with Sfi1. The
centrins on adjacent Sfi1 repeats
interact in a head-to-tail manner,
and some mutations that affect the
interacting parts of centrin were
found to disrupt function in vivo
[5,7]. The Sfi1 repeats themselves
are extended a helices, leading to
the idea that Sfi1 is an elongated
protein stabilized by centrin
binding at one molecule per repeat.
Li et al. [5] provided support for this
stoichiometry by showing that
a shortened Sfi1 containing only
alf bridge
otubules
icrotubules
-Cfi1
ntrin
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Figure 1. The Sfi1–centrin
complex is positioned asym-
metrically in the half-bridge
of the yeast SPB.
The SPB is a trilaminar
structure that lies in the nu-
clear envelope of the cell
with microtubules emanat-
ing into the nucleus and the
cytoplasm. Sfi1 (blue) with
bound centrin (purple) is
on the half-bridge with the
amino terminus proximal
to the core SPB and the
carboxyl terminus distal.
